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Understanding clast dispersal from subaqueous volcanism is hampered by uncertainty in

the source and extent of seafloor deposits. Extensive sampling in situ of seafloor deposits

from the 2012 submarine eruption of Havre volcano provides an ideal opportunity to

assess subaqueous dispersal. The 2012 Havre eruption produced 14 lavas/domes, a

pumice raft, and three seafloor clastic deposits. At Havre the source of clastic deposits

can be confidently identified, and deposit thickness, grain size, and distribution are also

well-constrained. We examine a seafloor deposit termed subunit 3 (S3) generated in

the 2012 Havre eruption to investigate dispersal of fine lapilli and ash, and the eruption

conditions that generated this deposit. Subunit 3 is the third from bottom of four subunits

that make up the Ash with Lapilli unit. Subunit 3 is composed of ash with highly elongate

shapes, unique within the 2012 Havre deposits. It thickens and coarsens toward Lava G,

also generated in the 2012 eruption, located on the southwest wall of Havre caldera. Lava

G is the only lava produced during the 2012 Havre eruption that has a glassy carapace

with elongated vesicles and a fibrous texture. We infer the source of unit S3 is Lava G,

due to the spatial pattern of deposit thinning and fining away with distance from this

lava, and the morphological and microtextural similarity of ash with the Lava G carapace

rock. Grain size and transport distance of ash from S3 are used to test a simple 1D

model addressing both clast dispersal by a buoyant thermal plume above an explosive

eruption, and by penetrative convection during effusive lava emplacement. Comparison

of calculated maximum dispersal distances with grain size and transport distance show

that a jet forming eruption generating a turbulent plume is required to generate S3. We

suggest that S3 was generated by hybrid explosive-effusive activity during the effusion

of Lava G. Using model results we calculate maximum clast dispersal distances across

a range of grain sizes for both dispersal mechanisms. The calculated maximum clast

dispersal distance has wide implications globally for interpretation of ash deposits from

subaqueous eruptions.

Keywords: Havre volcano, hybrid explosive-effusive activity, subaqueous dispersal, penetrative convection,

volcanic plumes
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INTRODUCTION

The generation of ash is typically associated with energetic
fragmentation during explosive volcanism (e.g., Walker, 1981;
Zimanowski et al., 2003), though ash formation during effusive
activity by non-explosive brecciation and comminution of a
brittle crust has also long been noted (e.g., Fink, 1983; Manley,
1996). More-recent work has highlighted hybrid explosive-
effusive activity producing synchronous lava effusion and weakly
pyroclastic activity (Castro et al., 2012; Schipper et al., 2013), also
referred to as ash venting (Cole et al., 2014; Black et al., 2016).

The physical properties of water in subaqueous settings
complicates the interpretation of both formation by
fragmentation and dispersal of ash, even for deposits dispersed
by a plume (White et al., 2003, 2015; Cas and Giordano, 2014).
Deep subaqueous eruptions (>500m depth) are significantly
modulated by the physical properties of water both indirectly
(hydrostatic pressure, increased viscosity of water relative to
air) and directly (rapid heat transfer) (Wohletz, 1983; Head
and Wilson, 2003; White et al., 2003, 2015; Cas and Giordano,
2014). Rapid heat transfer on contact of magma with water
may lead to both non-explosive and explosive fragmentation of
magma through quenching (e.g., van Otterloo et al., 2015) and
fuel coolant interaction independent of any involved magmatic
volatiles (Wohletz, 1983). The higher viscosity and density of
water compared to air means that convective plumes driven by
heat from the underlying lava flow could conceivably disperse
non-explosively formed ash over long distances (Barreyre et al.,
2011).

Havre is a fully submerged volcano located along the
Kermadec Arc, west of the Kermadec Ridge (Wright et al.,
2006) that produced a complex large volume (∼1.2 km3) silicic
deep subaqueous eruption in 2012 (e.g., Carey et al., 2018;
Ikegami et al., 2018; Manga et al., 2018a; Murch et al., 2019a). A
range of observations from remotely operated and autonomous
underwater vehicles and physical and chemical data sets have
been collected from the volcano and eruption deposits (Wright
et al., 2006; Carey et al., 2014, 2018; Jutzeler et al., 2014; Rotella
et al., 2015; Mittal and Delbridge, 2019). Here we examine a
deposit termed Subunit 3 (S3), part of a larger “Ash with Lapilli”
unit at Havre (Murch et al., 2019a). Results from morphological
and microtextural examination of the lava and S3 ash are used
to infer eruption mechanisms. The subunit is closely associated
with a lava emplaced during the 2012 eruption, and macroscopic
deposit features are used to test a simple 1D model of a thermal
plume and assess the eruption process by which S3 was probably
generated. The results of this study have wide implications
for the interpretation of other subaqueously generated
ash deposits.

The 2012 Havre Eruption and Its Seafloor
Products
Havre volcano forms a 1 km high edifice that is truncated by a
summit caldera 3.5 by 4.5 km in diameter (Figure 1). The caldera
floor is relatively flat at∼1,519 meters below sea level (mbsl) with
the walls rising at least 500m on all sides (Figure 1). Amultibeam
seafloor survey conducted with the autonomous underwater

vehicle (AUV) Sentry and remotely operated vehicle (ROV) Jason
in 2015 revealed that large-scale seafloor changes relative to a ship
multibeam survey in 2002 (Wright et al., 2006) resulted from the
emplacement of 14 lavas and domes from vents at depths between
900 and 1,220mbsl (Carey et al., 2018; Ikegami et al., 2018). Three
major seafloor clastic units were also identified; “Giant Pumice
(GP) unit,” “Ash Lapilli and Block (ALB) unit,” and the “Ash
with Lapilli (AL) unit,” (Carey et al., 2018). The ash deposit we
examine here is a subunit of the AL unit.

The Ash With Lapilli Unit
The AL unit extends across the entire surveyed area and is
composed dominantly of sub-mm sized ash with few lapilli.
The four subunits that comprise the AL unit each have distinct
granulometry and/or componentry signatures that allowed their
individual distribution and contribution to the deposit to be
identified from mixed samples of the whole AL deposit at each
sampling site (Figure 1) (Murch et al., 2019a). S3 is the third
deposit from the base of the AL unit, overlying Subunit 1
and 2a. Subunit 1 and 2a are inferred to have been produced
by particle settling from a plume, and from extremely dilute
density currents, respectively during the phase of eruption that
generated the pumice raft observed on the 18-19th July 2012.
We infer that following a time gap of days to weeks (?) S3 was
deposited. ROV observed sharp contacts between S3 and locally
overlying S4 indicates that deposition of S3 ceased abruptly.
Subunit 4w was subsequently deposited in response to a caldera
wall collapse that destroyed the source of Lava G and generated
a debris avalanche, as well as exposing internal core of the
hot lava to fragmentation driven by magma-water interaction
(Murch et al., 2019b).

METHODS

Samples of the fragmental deposits were taken from around
the caldera (Figure 1) employing mechanical “arms,” push-cores,
scoops and vacuum-like “slurp” samplers using ROV Jason. The
samples used in this study and the methods by which they were
collected are summarized in Supplement 1, with details of the
sampling devices provided in Supplement 2.

Dried samples were hand sieved from −4 to 4 φ (16 to
0.063mm) in ½ φ steps. The smaller than 0 φ (1mm) fraction
was analyzed in a Mastersizer 2000 R© laser analyzer, with the
average of three runs per sample taken. Merging of the sieving
and Mastersizer curves was undertaken on a sample by sample
basis, with the point of merging chosen as to minimize offsets
between sieve and Mastersizeer results, with the chosen overlap
point generally around 0.5 φ (1.5mm). We scaled rebinned
Mastersizer data to the fraction of the sieved sample below the
chosen point (i.e., if 20% of the sieved sample was less than 1 φ

{the chosen merger point} then the Mastersizer data was rescaled
so that its wt% reflected the fraction below the merger point in
the whole sample).

The generally small particle size in S3, and also some sampling
methods used (particularly the pushcores) meant particles larger
than ∼-4 φ were rarely collected. At site HVR061 and HVR070
maximum particle size in the seafloor deposit was therefore
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FIGURE 1 | Bathymetry of Havre caldera. Clastic samples categorized by sampling method and presence (star) or absence (square) of significant amounts of particles

unique to S3, a subunit of the Ash with Lapilli unit formed during the 2012 eruption. The modal grains size and the weight percentage that elongate tube-vesicle grains

make up are shown for each sample that contains grains from S3. From the distribution of samples containing S3 we infer the depositional limits of S3 (yellow dashed

lines). Lava G, inferred S3 source, is highlighted in the inset. Lava G has a lobe like shape with concentric surface ridges and is truncated on its north eastern edge by

a scarp (red dashed line). Inset top right shows regional context of the Kermadec Arc north of New Zealand, with Havre volcano in red, other Kermadec volcanoes in

blue.

estimated independently using images taken by ROV Jason.
A scale was provided by two lasers spaced 10 cm apart on
ROV Jason.

Componentry was conducted at whole φ steps on material
from −1 to 2 φ (2 to 125µm). For larger particles, −1 to 0 φ

(2 to 1mm), categorization and identification were done with
the naked eye and for 1 and 2 φ (500 to 250µm) fractions, by
binocular microscope. For each size fraction, either the entire
sample, or at least 300 grains were analyzed. The componentry
size range was chosen because in our samples particles sized −2
φ and larger were typically too few to provide statistically robust

results. Grains smaller than 2 φ could not be reliably categorized
using an optical microscope.

Particle morphology and microtextures were investigated
using secondary electron (SE) and back-scattered electron
(BSE) methods on a Zeiss Sigma VP R© Field-Emission-Gun
Scanning Electron Microscope at the University of Otago.
For SE (morphological) imaging, grains were mounted on
a SEM stub using carbon tape and then carbon coated.
BSE imaging was undertaken on a carbon coated polished
briquette. In both cases imaging was undertaken using a 15
keV accelerating voltage and a working distance of 8.5mm.
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FIGURE 2 | (a) Subunit 3 overlies the Lava G carapace and is overlain by Subunit 2b deposits. Decimeter scale blocks are the largest grains of S3, and sit on top of

Lava G. (b) Subunit 3 at sampling site HVR070 has no overlying deposits and is underlain by pre-2012 deposits (c) Sample location HVR033, on top of Lava G where

dome sample HVR031 was taken (Figure 1). Elongate tube-vesicle particles can be seen in this talus slope, demonstrating that S3 deposits overlie this pre-2012 lava

dome, ∼ 47m higher than Lava G.

Samples of Lava G were visually described. In addition, a
polished thin section of each sample was made and analyzed
for crystal and vesicle textures using optical microscopy and
SEM BSE imaging. Vesicle and microlite percentage areas
were also estimated using both thin sections and SEM
BSE imaging.

RESULTS

Macroscopic Deposit Characteristics of
Subunit 3
In all but two seafloor ash samples collected at Havre, grains
from all layers sampled at a single site became mixed together,
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TABLE 1 | Characteristics of samples containing Elongate tube-vesicle particles (S3) at Havre.

Sample Location Distance

from Lava G (m)

Sample depth

(mbsl)

S3 thickness

(cm)

ETV max

grains size

(mm)

ETV mode

grains size

(mm)

ETV grain

percentage

(%)

HVR070 Caldera rim 300 952 50 70 49.7

HVR031 On top of old dome 980 889 Unknown

(diffusive)

1 0.25 13.2

HVR159 Caldera rim 1,010 953 2 (diffusive) 2 2 9.0

HVR042 Caldera floor 1,600 1,483 Unknown 0.5 0.25 3.7

HVR105 Caldera rim 1,660 963 Unknown 2 2 6.7

HVR134 Caldera floor 2,190 1,508 Unknown 2 0.25 5.9

HVR222 Caldera rim 2,344 1,050 Unknown 2 2 5.5

HVR163 Caldera floor 2,520 1,518 Unknown 0.5 0.25 11.7

HVR225 Caldera rim 2,800 980 Unknown 0.5 0.25 2.8

HVR242 Caldera floor 2,860 1,437 Unknown 2 2 5.9

HVR132 Caldera floor 2,890 1,513 Unknown 2 1 7.1

HVR272 Caldera rim 4,240 801 Unknown 1 0.5 3.6

HVR283 Caldera rim 4,690 963 Unknown 0.5 0.25 14.7

and no original sedimentary structures or deposit stratification
were preserved in the samples. In Murch et al. (2019a) we
presented a method of distinguishing which units were contained
in mixed samples using characteristics that were revealed in one
strata-preserving core to be distinct to each unit. This allowed
us to map unit distributions around the Havre caldera. The
grains that compose S3 are distinctive, with elongate rod-like
morphologies that imply high degrees of shearing; the grains
are termed elongate tube-vesicle clasts, and are characterized in
more detail below. Using componentry, the distribution of these
distinctive grains inmixed samples was tracked around the Havre
caldera establishing the dispersal footprint of S3 (Figure 1).

The very distinctive clasts of S3 were also observed in situ
on the seafloor in several locations (Figure 2). The thickness of
S3 was determined using ROV-derived images of the AL unit
on the seafloor at sample sites HVR061, HVR070, HVR132,
HVR163, and HVR272, and by direct measurement of push
core HVR159 (Figure 1, Table 1). Results show S3 is thickest
near Lava G, on the SW caldera rim (Figure 1), and thins away
from it. At HVR061 and HVR070, 300m away from Lava G,
S3 is at least 50 cm thick (Figure 2b) and visually identified in
ROV images. In push core HVR159, 1010m from Lava G, S3
forms a diffuse layer 2 cm thick within the upper part of S2a.
In samples more distal than HVR159, the S3 deposit could not
be identified as a distinct layer in seafloor images (HVR132,
HVR163, and HVR272 which are 2,890, 2,520, and 4,240m away
from Lava G, respectively). S3 is instead indicated to be present
by componentry results (Figure 3). Nine hundred and eighty
meters from source vent, scattered Elongate tube-vesicle clasts
are visible in images of the seafloor deposit (Figure 2c) and in
componentry results (Figure 3). At these more distal sites S3 is
not visible in ROV imagery, and is inferred to form a diffuse layer
within the upper part of S2a (Murch et al., 2019a). The grain size
distribution of S3 cannot be directly measured since all collected
samples were mixed (even in HVR159 the S3 layer was not

individually subsampled). Componentry results, however, reveal
broad changes in modal and maximum grainsizes of S3, based
on changes in the number and aggregate mass of Elongate tube-
vesicle clasts in the −1 to 2 φ (2 to 125µm in dimeter) grainsize
range, over which componentry was conducted (Figure 3). In
addition, at sites HVR061 and HVR070 visual observations of S3
were used to determine approximate maximum grain size.

Grainsize measurements indicate that S3 broadly fines away
from Lava G, and that the S3 Elongate tube-vesicle clasts also
make up less of the overall sample at significant distances from
Lava G (Figures 1, 3; Table 1). In sample HVR070, 300m west
of Lava G, S3 has a maximum grain size of ∼70mm, a modal
grain size of≥ 2mm, and the S3 Elongate tube-vesicle clasts make
up 49.7 wt% of the deposit in the size range for componentry
(Figures 1, 3; Table 1). At HVR159, 1,010m from Lava G, the
maximum and modal grain size are ≥ 2mm in diameter and
S3 makes up 9.0 wt% of the deposit. Sample HVR105, acquired
2,945m SE from Lava G on the caldera rim, has maximum and
modal grain of unit S3 size are ≥ 2mm, and S3 particles make
up 6.7 wt% of the deposit. In samples HVR163 and HVR042 on
the caldera floor 2,520 and 1,600 NNE of Lava G, respectively,
the maximum grainsize is 500µm, modal grainsize is ≤ 250µm,
and S3 makes up 11.7 and 3.7 wt% of the samples respectively.
Samples HVR272 and HVR283, 4,240 and 4,690m from Lava G,
respectively, on the far caldera rim, have maximum grain size of
1mm and 0.5mm; modal grain sizes are 500 and ≤ 250µm, and
S3 makes up 3.6 and 14.7 wt% of the samples, respectively.

Grain Types
Subunit 3 is dominated by elongate tube-vesicle clasts, based
on seafloor and sample-processing images (Murch et al., 2019a).
Based on the abundance of such clasts in the imaged unit, we
equate S3 deposits with elongate tube-vesicle clasts. Elongate
tube-vesicle clasts show both simple and complex forms but
are defined as having tube vesicles and elongated morphologies
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FIGURE 3 | The granulometry of six samples containing Elongate tube-vesicle particles indicates the presence of S3. Componentry results for grainsize fraction

fractions from −1 to 28 (2 to 250µm) in 18 steps are shown; Elongate tube-vesicle (ETV) particles=gray, glassy vesicular particle=pink, and microcrystalline

particles=orange. ETV total indicates the wt% percentage of Elongate tube-vesicle particles in each componentry range. ETV particles of median (arrows) and

maximum size are indicated.

with alignment of both vesicle and clast elongation directions
(Figures 4, 5). Simple grains display a single elongation axis
and have hair like morphologies. In complex elongate tube-
vesicle clasts, tube vesicle elongation direction changes over small
distances, resulting in distinctive spiky grains (Figure 4).

We have defined three groups for elongate tube-vesicle clasts,
based on particle-surface morphology (Figure 5). Elongate
tube-angular particles show cross-cutting curvi-planar surfaces
defined by brittle-fractured bubble walls (Figures 5A–C).
Elongate tube-ribbed particle surfaces are defined by surface ribs
parallel to the vesicle- and clast-elongation direction and have

surfaces that are smoothly undulating and typically unmarked
by vesicles (Figures 5D–F). Elongate tube-fluidal particles have
surfaces unmarked by vesicles, with flowing smooth surfaces that
form peaks or droplet like features and show evidence of ductile
necking (Figures 5G–I). The peaks or droplets may be “pull
back” features where a molten connection to another fiber was
broken and reformed by surface tension. In the case of ribbed
and fluid grains, thin unbroken delicate fibers are also attached to
some particles (Figure 4B). Curvi-planar brittle fracture surfaces
commonly cut sharply across the elongation direction of both
elongate tube-ribbed and -fluidal clasts (Figures 5D–I).
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FIGURE 4 | Optical microscope images of 0 and 1 φ Elongate tube-vesicle

particles from HVR070. Clasts are relatively simple with highly elongate shapes

and typically a single shearing fabric. Clasts with more-complex forms display

abrupt changes in shearing fabric (A), delicate hair-like strands of glass (B), or

twisted ribbon shapes (C). The particle shapes were produced by varied

deformation prior to solidification.

Microtextural Descriptions
Phenocrysts in elongate tube-vesicle clasts are rare, and
generally comprise clusters of euhedral 70–120µm plagioclase
and pyroxene. Clast groundmasses are >95% glass with
∼5% microliters (Figure 6) of acicular pyroxene and

swallowtail/hopper plagioclase. Microlites typically are aligned
parallel to tube vesicles and clast margins.

Vesicles in elongate tube-vesicle particles have circular
through oblong to needle like morphologies in cross section,
with strong variation depending on the plane of intersection.
Vesicle cross-sectional apparent length varies from ∼10µm
up to ∼4mm where ∼1mm diameter pipes traverse the entire
length the particles. Vesicles with cross-sectional apparent
lengths more than ∼80µm show complex sub-angular to
sub-elliptical shapes, with features indicating bubble-wall
retraction following coalescence (Figures 6A,C). Vesicles
with apparent long axes of less than 80µm typically have
simple oblong shapes (Figures 6B,D). In most particles vesicles
<10µm in dimeter have circular cross-sections and appear
undeformed (Figures 6A,C), though in a small fraction of
clasts vesicles in this apparent length/size range are highly
elongate (Figure 6D). Asymmetrical strain shadows are observed
around phenocrysts, defined by areas in which vesicles show
little to no evidence of deformation and randomly oriented
microlites (Figures 6A,C).

Characteristics of the Pumiceous
Carapace and Core of Lava G
Lava G lies on the southwest rim of the Havre caldera
(Figure 1) at 935 to 980 mbsl. The lava is ∼200m long
and ∼160m wide with a volume of ∼4 x 105 m3 (Carey
et al., 2018; Ikegami et al., 2018). Lava G is characterized
by large pressure ridges and is sharply truncated at its
northern edge along a large scallop-shaped headscarp (Figure 7)
interpreted to be the result of a mass wasting event following
emplacement of Lava G (Carey et al., 2018). The 30m high
northern scarp permitted ROV observations and sampling
from 937 (HVR287), 941 (HVR288), and 949 (HVR289)
mbsl, at distances of ∼6, 11, and 19m, respectively below
the surface of the lava (Figure 7). Two samples were also
taken of the pumiceous carapace from the surface of Lava
G, at depths of 936m (HVR085), and 960m (HVR286)
(Figure 7).

Phenocryst types and abundances are similar in all Lava G
samples with ∼15% euhedral plagioclase and alkali feldspar,
irregular magnetite, anhedral quartz, and minor amounts of
tabular pyroxene. Phenocrysts are 0.25–1mm and are commonly
in clusters (Figure 8).

The pumiceous carapace of Lava G has a vesicularity of
60–65% and a glassy groundmass containing ∼4% microlites
by area. Vesicles are highly elongate to cylindrical, with long
axes greater than ∼100µm typically showing more-complex
forms resulting from bubble coalescence and shearing. Microlites
are dominantly acicular plagioclase and minor clinopyroxene,
the former showing swallowtail and hopper forms (Figure 8).
Texturally, the carapace varies over small length scales of
about 100µm in terms of apparent shear direction and
vesicularity. A breccia of unknown thickness composed of
block to ash sized clasts is scattered overlying the solid
pumiceous carapace of Lava G with particles showing the same
microtextural characteristics.
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FIGURE 5 | SEM SE images showing elongate tube-angular (A–C), -ribbed (D–F), and -fluidal particles (G–I) from a range of samples; HVR070—(A,D,I);

HVR031—(B); HVR159—(C); HVR283—(F,H); HVR163—(E); HVR105—(G). Grains from each componentry class show features associated with that class. Elongate

tube-angular particles show brittle fractured bubble walls crosscut by curvi-planar fracture surfaces (A–C). (C) Particle with a twisted shape. Elongate tube-ribbed

particles are varied, with ribs that may not extend the full particle length (E) and variable spacing (F). Fluidal grains show a wide range of features including drips and

pull-back features (G–I), and evidence of ductile necking (I).

Vesicularity decreases and groundmass microlite abundance
increases significantly with increasing depth in Lava G. In
sample HVR287, 6m below surface of Lava G, vesicularity
of the lava is ∼40% by area and groundmass crystal
content is 40%. In HVR288, 11 below surface of Lava G,

vesicularity of the lava is 35% and groundmass crystal
content is 49%. In HVR289, 19 below surface of Lava
G, vesicularity is 30% and groundmass crystal content is
70%. All vesicles show irregular to circular morphologies.
Microlites in the three samples from the interior of the
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FIGURE 6 | Microtextural characteristics of Elongate tube-vesicle grains. SEM images taken approximately along the vesicle-elongation axis. (A) Asymmetrical strain

shadow defined by undeformed vesicles around a euhedral plagioclase micro-phenocryst. Outside the area of the strain shadow small undeformed vesicles are also

scattered within areas of highly sheared vesicles. (B) Highly elongate needle-like vesicles are aligned with microlites within a particle that appears to have a smooth

unbroken surface. (C) Half a strain shadow can be observed around a micro-phenocryst cluster. Small, undeformed vesicles are present in the sheared domain. (D)

shows strong vesicle deformation over a range of vesicle sizes.

lava are dominantly acicular swallowtail and hopper-form
plagioclase, with minor acicular clinopyroxene. Vesicle-
and groundmass-hosted cristobalite occur in both HVR288
and HVR289.

Particle Dispersal Modeling
Particle dispersal distance and trajectories were calculated using
the simple conceptual model defined in Barreyre et al. (2011)
(Figure 9). From the source, a particle is initially entrained and
dispersed vertically in the plume. Upward dispersal continues
while particle settling velocity (Vs) is less than vertical velocity
of the plume (Vp). Once Vs ≥ Vp a particle begins to
settle out of the plume and falls to the ocean floor. From
the plume’s vertical velocity profile, a particle’s rise time (tr)
and maximum rise height (hr) (height at which Vs = Vp)
can be calculated. The time for a particle to settle to the

seafloor (ts) is then calculated as hr
Vs
. Addition of tr and

ts then gives an overall dispersal time (td) from source to
deposition. Lateral dispersal of particles is driven by a horizontal
current of velocity Vc that laterally deflects both ascending
particles in a plume and during settling (Figure 9). The
maximum particle dispersal distance (d) can then be calculated
from Vc× td.

Lava G was erupted at a depth of ∼950 mbsl, and the
sea surface is a hard ceiling to vertical ascent of particles.
Estimates and measurements of seafloor current velocity Vc

from various sources for the Kermadec region are used here.
Values for Vp, Vs, tr , hr , and ts are calculated using a universal
equation particle settling rates and two convective plume models
for differing possible eruptive styles for S3 outlined below.
The calculated variables are defined both in the text and
in Supplement Table 3.
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Lateral Current Velocity
A constant lateral current velocity of 0.2m s−1 is used over
the entire water column as a simplification; details of current-
depth dependency at Havre are not known. The velocity of
0.2m s−1 used is consistent with measurements of maximum
current speeds in the Kermadec region at 1,000 mbsl of 0.2m
s−1 recorded by Argos floats (Sutton et al., 2012). In addition,
bedforms on seamounts in the southern Kermadec region
indicate maximum short-term seafloor current speeds of 0.1–
0.5m s−1 (Wright, 2001).

Particle Settling Rates
The settling rate (Vs) of Elongate tube-vesicle clasts was
calculated using a universal equation (Equation 4; Ferguson and
Church, 2004).

Vs =
RgD2

C1v+ (0.75C2RgD3)0.5

Where the specific gravity of a particle is R, g is the acceleration
due to gravity, D is particle diameter, v is the kinematic viscosity
of the fluid, and C1 and C2 are particle shape factors (Ferguson
and Church, 2004).

When calculating R a particle vesicularity of 30% is used,

with all vesicles in the small, highly permeable grains assumed
to be water-filled (Allen et al., 2008; Fauria et al., 2017), giving

a waterlogged particle density of 2,126 kg m−3. Values of C1

and C2 were estimated by Ferguson and Church (2004) for

a range of particle shapes: smooth spheres as 18 and 0.4,
extremely angular as 24 and 1.2, and intermediate shapes

as 18 and 1.0. However, to reflect the extreme variability
and eccentricity of Elongate tube-vesicle particles values of

30.7 and 3.7 for C1 and C2 are used, equivalent to values
determined experimentally by Barreyre et al. (2011), for

natural basaltic highly elongate ash grains. Calculated terminal
particle settling rates over a range of grain sizes are shown

in Table 2.

FIGURE 7 | (A) Detailed map of Lava G with locations of clastic samples (stars) and grab samples of Lava G (pentagons). Scarp cutting the northern edge of Lava G

is seen as a sharp break in topography at the head of a gully in the caldera wall (red dashed line). In (B) pre-eruption (2002) and post-eruption (2015) AUV Sentry

profiles through Lava G, locations indicated in (A). Sites of Lava G samples indicated on the AUV Sentry profile.
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FIGURE 8 | Images (SEM BSE) showing microtextures of the Lava G

pumiceous carapace from samples HVR086 (a,b) and HVR286 (c,d) at

(Continued)

FIGURE 8 | different magnifications. (a) Shear direction/amount varies with

vesicle deformation across the picture; at center a micro-phenocryst cluster

disrupts the shear orientation. (c) Internal walls of fluidal vesicles rarely present

isolated hairs. The smallest vesicles always appear undeformed and spherical

to subspherical.

Thermal Plume Models
Models are used to estimate vertical velocity profiles of the
thermal plume which are then compared with Vs to allow
calculation of tr and hr for a range of grain sizes.

Given uncertainty about mechanisms of the eruption that
generated S3, two different models are tested against the inferred
convective behavior above (1) a weak jetting eruption (Morton
et al., 1956; Woods, 2010; Hunt and Van Den Bremer, 2011) vs.
(2) dispersal of lava-flow-generated ash in a plume driven by
heating of ambient water (Estoque, 1968; Stull, 1973; Kaminski
et al., 2011). During a jet-forming eruption (1) a flux of hot
material (mixture of gas and pyroclasts) is injected into a density
stratified fluid. The initial impetus of the eruptedmixture imparts
momentum to the overlying fluid. Heating of the same fluid
reduces its density leading to buoyant ascent as a turbulent
convective plume (Morton et al., 1956; Speer and Rona, 1989). In
contrast, above a lava flow free or natural convection occurs (2)
entirely in response to fluid density reductions driven by heating
of an overlying fluid; this results in more-muted buoyant ascent
(Estoque, 1968; Stull, 1973; Kaminski et al., 2011).

Turbulent plume model – dispersal from hybrid

pyroclastic-effusive activity
A turbulent plume from explosive volcanism can be broadly
split into two regimes; a basal gas-thrust section, driven by
momentum of expanding volatiles, and an upper buoyant
section, driven by the density contrast between the ambient fluid
and fluid entrained and heated (e.g., Bonadonna and Costa,
2015). High ambient pressures on the seafloor, and rapid steam
condensation driven by water’s high heat capacity, ensure that the
height of any subaqueous gas-thrust jet will be severely restricted
(Head andWilson, 2003;White et al., 2003, 2015; Deardorff et al.,
2011; Cas andGiordano, 2014). This allows a simplification in the
model whereby the likely few meters of particle transport in the
gas-thrust region is ignored (Barreyre et al., 2011; Deardorff et al.,
2011).

In the convective section of a turbulent plume, ascent occurs
as a result of the lower density of the plume relative to the
ambient fluid (e.g., Morton et al., 1956; Speer and Rona, 1989;
Woods, 2010; Hunt and Van Den Bremer, 2011). Entrainment
of ambient fluid during plume ascent results in widening of the
plume, cooling, and an increase in its density. The loss of initial
momentum due to drag and then increasing plume density leads
to a decrease in plume vertical velocity with height (Figure 10A).
In a density-stratified medium a buoyant plume will eventually
reach a height of neutral buoyancy at which point it will lose
momentum and spread laterally (e.g., Morton et al., 1956; Speer
and Rona, 1989;Woods, 2010; Hunt and Van Den Bremer, 2011).
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FIGURE 9 | A schematic view of the simplified dispersal process that we considered here and the variables that are calculated.

TABLE 2 | Particle settling rates in m s−1 calculated using Equation (4) from

Ferguson and Church (2004) across a range of grain sizes for a range of particle

morphologies with shape factors (C1 and C2) defined by Ferguson and Church

(2004) (1) and Barreyre et al. (2011) (2).

Grain

size

Medium

(1)

Extreme

(1)

Gakkel

long (2)

Gakkel

sheet (2)

C1 = 18

C2 = 1.0

C1 = 24

C2 = 1.2

C1 = 30.7

C2 = 3.7

C1 = 31.1

C2 = 14.8

2mm 0.224 0.203 0.117 0.060

1mm 0.146 0.130 0.077 0.041

500µm 0.084 0.072 0.045 0.026

250µm 0.029 0.023 0.016 0.011

125µm 0.009 0.007 0.005 0.005

63µm 0.004 0.003 0.002 0.002

To calculate the velocity profile through the convective section
of a plume we use an existing model defined by Speer and Rona
(1989) for a plume driven by the release of hydrothermal fluids.
Speer and Rona (1989) present a 1-dimensional model based
on the physics of turbulent plumes in stratified media defined
by Morton et al. (1956), and has previously been applied by
Barreyre et al. (2011) to calculate particle dispersal during deep
sea eruptions at Axial Seamount, and on Gakkel ridge. Themodel
described by Speer and Rona (1989) is also appropriate for the
case examined here of a plume initiated by an eruptive jet. In both
cases the jet is driven by sustained injection of an initially hot
fluid mixture into a density stratified environment. Heating of
ambient fluid produces a low-density particle-carrying turbulent
plume that rises and cools until it becomes neutrally buoyant
(Figure 10B).

Variables in the Speer and Rona (1989) model are plume
vertical velocity (Vtp), potential temperature (dT), area (A), and
salinity (S), all considered as average horizontal integrations
across the plume. Following (Speer and Rona, 1989) the

conservation equations for mass, momentum, heat, and
salinity are:

(

AVtp

)

z
= EA

1
2Vtp

(

SAVtp

)

z
= SEA

1
2Vtp

(

dTAVtp

)

z
= dTEA

1
2Vtp

(

ρp0AVtp
2
)

z
= g

(

ρp − ρ
)

A

E is an entrainment coefficient set as 0.255, g is the acceleration
due to gravity, ρp is the plume density, and subscript z is
the vertical derivative (height). The plume rises through a

stratified fluid, with background potential temperature (dT) and
salinity (S) that results in a density stratification characterized by
buoyancy frequency (N2). No local density profile was collected.
Instead the density profile for the Pacific Ocean from Barreyre
et al. (2011) is used.

Initial salinity of the plume was equal to the background.
An initial plume temperature of 300◦C was estimated based on
the transfer of heat energy from a 850◦C rhyolite magma to
water with a volume ratio of 1:2. Initial plume diameter was
3m following the observations by Schipper et al. (2013) that the
source areas were a few meters in diameter during ash venting
in the 2011-12 Cordon Caulle eruption suggesting an area of ∼7
m2. Initial plume velocity (Vtp0

) was varied from 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4,

and 5m s−1 due to the uncertainty of eruptive flux during such
activity and based on maximum initial plume velocities observed
at NW Rota 1 Seamount (Deardorff et al., 2011). Dispersal from
plumes with source areas of 2, 5, and 9 m2 with a consistent
were also considered to assess the impact of variable source

area. A vertical ascent limit of 950m was used to match the

water column depth overlying Lava G. Particle load is assumed
to be sufficiently low as to not have had significant impacts on

plume mechanics.
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FIGURE 10 | Vertical velocity results for both a turbulent plume and penetrative convection, and schematic diagrams of the physical processes driving convection and

dispersal. (A) Vertical velocity profiles through turbulent plumes for a range of Vtp0. Initial values for source area, temperature, and salinity are lain out in the text. The

height of the ocean surface above Lava G is shown. The processes occurring in a turbulent plume over its height are illustrated in (B) using the profile of the plume

from a source of Vtp0 = 5m s−1. The height and average vertical velocity of a mixed region generated by penetrative convection over time are shown in (C). The

source conditions are included in Table 3. (D) Diagram outlining the process by which convection above a lava flow leads to the generation and growth of a zone of

convective mixing in an originally stratified fluid.

The source heat flux (Qp) in watts based on initial plume
conditions can be calculated as

Qp = A0Vtp0
dT0Cpswρp0

Where Cpsw is heat capacity of the seawater set as 4,200 kJ/kg ◦C,
and ρ0 is the initial density of the plume set as 1,000 kg m−3.
Using initial source parameters described above gives a range
of Qp from 0.5 to 44 GW roughly equivalent to the heat flux
range estimated for hydrothermal megaplumes associated with
lava eruptions (Cann and Strens, 1989; Palmer and Ernst, 1998).

Free convection above lava flow
Free convection describes the motion of fluid resulting from
differences in density typically produced by a change in
temperature. Here we consider a form of free convection
called penetrative convection (Estoque, 1968; Stull, 1973;
Kaminski et al., 2011). Penetrative convection describes the
growth of a well-mixed layer above a hot horizontal plate
in a density stratified fluid. Upwelling thermals released from

a heated boundary layer mix a previously stratified fluid
through convection over time, eroding the pre-existing density
stratification (Figures 10C,D). The convective region grows in
height if the heat source is maintained. A natural example of this
is the growth of an atmospheric boundary layer during the day as
the sun heats the ground. The rate of growth of the mixed layer

and the velocity of the thermals are strongly dependent on the
source heat flux (Qf) and the density stratification of the fluid.

Here we consider in 3D a cooling lava dome as an idealized

hot smooth flat plate heating a stratified infinite ambient fluid
(ocean). Local variations in heat flux and changes in size and

geometry of a growing lava dome or flow (Calkins et al., 2008;
Bernstein et al., 2013) are ignored to simplify calculations. The

dome simply appears on the seafloor at T0, which provides

the maximum initial heating surface. It is likely that dome-
like shapes of many, especially silicic, lava flows/domes would

result in some flow focusing that increases thermal velocity and
convective height; however this is not captured in our first-
order calculations.
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TABLE 3 | Heat flux (Qf ) values for cooling of a 50m radius silicic lava dome over

∼116 days.

t (days) t (s) q (J) W (J/s) Qf (w/m2)

11.6 1,000,000 4.82E+13 4.82E+07 3.07E+03

23.1 2,000,000 6.22E+13 3.11E+07 1.98E+03

34.7 3,000,000 7.30E+13 2.43E+07 1.55E+03

46.3 4,000,000 8.21E+13 2.05E+07 1.31E+03

57.9 5,000,000 9.00E+13 1.80E+07 1.15E+03

69.4 6,000,000 9.72E+13 1.62E+07 1.03E+03

81.0 7,000,000 1.04E+14 1.48E+07 9.44E+02

92.6 8,000,000 1.10E+14 1.37E+07 8.74E+02

104.2 9,000,000 1.16E+14 1.28E+07 8.17E+02

115.7 10,000,000 1.21E+14 1.21E+07 7.69E+02

90 days is the maximum time over which Lava G could have formed Where q is the total

heat energy lost from the dome over period t, W is the wattage of that heat loss averaged

over the time period. Qf is then calculated as the average heat energy released per unit

area over the entire dome.

The heat flux driving convection above a lava flow is estimated
directly by modeling heat loss over time from a 50m radius dome
of lava with initial temperature (Tm) of 850

◦C in ambient water
at 5◦C, using a python script from Clarke et al. (2019), based
on the equations of Buttsworth (1997) and Schiesser (1991). A
thermal diffusivity (m2/s) of 3.8 x 10−7 is used, calculated from

km
ρmCpm

(Bagdassarov and Dingwell, 1994) where k is thermal

conductivity (1.5 kcal/m h ◦C), ρ is density (2,600 kg m−3), and
Cpm is heat capacity for a rhyolite magma (1,500 J K−1) (Lesher
and Spera, 2015). A heat transfer coefficient (hc) of 2,000 (Dürig
et al., in press) is used, along with a thermal conductivity of 1.5
(Lesher and Spera, 2015), and a black body emissivity (W/m2/K4)
of 5.669 x 10−8 (Thomas and Sparks, 1992). Temperature (Tt)
is then calculated for points in 0.5m steps from the core of the
dome to its edge every 1,000,000 s (∼11.6 days). The model is
stopped at 8,000,000 s,∼90 days with heat flux calculated for each
time step using

Qf =
((mCpm1T)t)

A

Where 1T is the difference in temperature over each time step
(Tt−1 and Tt), m is the mass of magma from which the heat
was lost (calculated using a magma density of 2,350 kg m−3), t
is the time (s) over which cooling occurred, and A is the dome
surface area over which heat energy was lost. Heat flux estimates
over time shown in Table 3 match closely with those made by
(Hoskuldsson and Sparks, 1997).

Estimated Q can then be used to calculate the average vertical
velocity of thermals (Vpc) generated by the hot lava and the
thickness of the turbulent layer in penetrative convection (ht)
using equations 7.21

ht =

√

6αg

ρ0wCpswN2
Qf t

And 7.6

Vpc =

(

AghtQf

ρswCpsw

)

1
3

from Cushman-Roisin (2019) where α is the thermal expansion
coefficient of water, g is acceleration due to gravity, N2 is the
density stratification gradient or frequency. ρsw is the density of
seawater, and Cpsw is the heat capacity of water.

Dispersal Modeling Results
Results of modeling a turbulent buoyant plume, vs. penetrative
convection above a lava flow yield significant differences in the
vertical plume velocity and maximum plume height. In the jet-
initiated turbulent plume model maximum heights range from
∼740 to 1,300m (Figure 10A), for Vtp0 of between 0.5 to 5m s−1.
When applied to the formation of S3 these are limited to 950m
by the ocean surface.

Vertical velocity of a turbulent plume initiated by a jet
decreases rapidly over the first 100m to ∼60 to 40% of Vtp0

as drag erodes the plume’s initial momentum (Figure 10C).
Following the initial rapid drop in velocity, there is a slower
decrease over most of the plume height that results from the
increasing density of the plume due to cooling and water
entrainment, and the decrease in density of the ambient stratified
fluid. The rapid decay of vertical velocity to 0 in the final 100m
results from reaching the point of neutral buoyancy, after which
the plume overshoots with ascent driven only by momentum
(Figure 10A).

In contrast to the jet-initiated plume, themixed region formed
by penetrative convection grows from an initial height of 94m
after ∼11 days to 197m after 9 months (Figure 10C). Only the
average vertical velocity in penetrative convection was calculated,
which gives a consistent rate of between 0.054m s−1 at 9 months
to 0.057m s−1 at 2 months (Figure 10C). We take the average
vertical velocity as a constant across the entire convective region.
Because of this, the maximum grain size that can be entrained
by penetrative convection is underestimated; however, maximum
dispersal distances of grains whose settling velocities are slightly
lower than the average ascent rate are overestimated.

The calculated dispersal distances (Figure 11) clearly
demonstrate that once a jet initiates a plume with Vtp0 > 1m
s−1 the resulting turbulent plume is capable of generating the
observed seafloor deposit S3. In contrast, simple penetrative
convection alone can neither disperse clasts far enough, nor
entrain clasts large enough, to have produced the S3 deposit. The
maximum grain size transportable by penetrative convection is
∼600µm, whereas a jet-initiated plume can entrain particles up
to 1m in size (although clasts larger than 50 cm rapidly fall out of
the plume). For grains of the same diameter, a jet-initiated plume
results in significantly greater maximum dispersal distances, for
example a 250µm grains travels 8 km further in the modeled
current (Figure 11).

Changes to the source area (A0) driving a turbulent plume can
have a large impact on the maximum plume height and velocity
profile (Figure 11B). However, in the subaqueous environment
plume height can be limited by the sea surface. This limiting
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FIGURE 11 | (A) Graph of grain size plotted vs. maximum dispersal distance calculated for both a turbulent plume and penetrative convection using the methods

outlined in the text and in Figure 9. The distances from Lava G and the modal grain sizes of ETV grains from samples that contain S3 are also plotted. The symbols

indicate those that were collected from the caldera rim (circles) and those that were collected from the caldera floor (squares). The majority of samples plot below the

line for dispersal from a turbulent plume when Vtp0 > 1m s−1. The only samples that plot above the line are two deposited on the caldera floor. The dispersal model

presented assumes deposition on a flat plane the same depth as the source, however at Havre there is a 500m difference in height between the caldera rim and

caldera floor. The dashed line therefore shows the position of the Vtp0 > 1m s−1 max dispersal limit for the same model calculated for deposition on a surface 500m

(Continued)
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FIGURE 11 | lower than the eruption source. (B) Comparison of particle dispersal distances from plumes with source areas of 2, 5, 7, and 9 m2 and a Vtp0 of 0.5m

s−1. In both (A,B) the line bold in the key is the same. Differences in dispersal distance resulting from variable source area are generally small. However, once the plume

height is restricted by the sea surface there is little difference in the dispersal distance for grain sizes smaller than ∼0.05m unless source area is significantly smaller.

of plume height strongly buffers the impact changing source
area has on particle dispersal. As a result, particle dispersal
distance remains similar for grains greater than ∼0.05m in size.
In the case of S3 once Vtp0 > 1m s−1 (Figure 11A) or A0 >

19 m2 (Figure 11B) plume height is limited by the sea surface
950m above the source and differences in dispersal distance
are negligible.

In both models for grains smaller than ∼100µm (0.0001m),
particle dispersal distance increases dramatically, due to the
rapid decrease in particle settling rates for these small grains
(Figure 11). Particles smaller than ∼100µm entrained into any
plume may be dispersed over 100’s or 1000’s of kilometers, even
at low lateral current velocities.

Limitations
Application of analytical models to natural data and samples
is challenging. We outline below some of the more significant
limitations of this study.

In neither model is the effect of potentially significant,
and definitely non-zero, volumes of volcaniclastic particles in
the plume accounted for. The additional mass of volcanic
particles in a convecting plume would result in a higher
plume density, thereby producing slower ascent rates and lower
maximum plume heights. However, the modeled turbulent
plumes when Vtp0 > 1m s−1 are strongly height-limited by
the 950m water depth. There is therefore significant leeway in
the turbulent plume model for some reduction in maximum
height or vertical velocity while still generating a plume capable
of producing S3.

Lateral dispersal in the model is driven by a simplified
unidirectional current extending across the entire depth of the
water column. Current profiles in the ocean are hard to model,
especially in regions with significant bathymetric relief (i.e.,
seamounts) where interaction of tides, large ocean currents and
the seafloor can produce temporally variable large eddies or
localized currents along the seafloor (Wright, 2001; Xu and
Lavelle, 2017). However, we believe that the assumption of a
unidirectional current is an acceptable simplification due to the
extensive evidence of preferential dispersal to the north west
during the 2012 Havre eruption (Carey et al., 2014, 2018).

Calculated particle settling rate assume no turbulence. The
effect of this simplification is to underestimate depositional time,
especially of fine irregularly shaped particles (Sørensen et al.,
2007), such as those that compose S3.

DISCUSSION

Source and Timing of the Formation of
Subunit 3 During the 2012 Havre Eruption
Visual comparison of the pumiceous carapace and breccia
on Lava G (Figure 2) with elongate tube-vesicle grains of

S3 (Figure 4) shows striking morphological and microtextural
(Figures 6, 8) similarities. S3 additionally displays a strong
thinning trend away from the area of Lava G and along with
a broad fining trend (Figure 3). Noise in the fining trend of S3
can be explained by seafloor currents. At several locations during
ROV dives at Havre localized currents were encountered with
velocities of between ∼0.1 and 0.3m s−1

, estimated by pilots
based on the reduction in ROV speed on entering the current.
There are alsomany areas where ash deposits are strongly rippled.
The steep and substantial topography of Havre seamount and
its caldera will generate a complex shifting pattern of sea floor
currents that would modify dispersal patterns of particle settling
through them.

Based on the thinning and fining trends, the uniqueness of the
highly elongate ash grains among the Havre eruption products
(Murch et al., 2019a), and the similarity in microlite textures of
Lava G carapace with S3, we interpret that the source location
of S3 was on Lava G or was Lava G’s carapace. No other lava
identified on the seafloor at Havre is glassy with a similar fibrous
texture defined by elongate vesicles to that of Lava G (Ikegami
et al., 2018).

S3 was observed both as a continuous unit in stratigraphy and
as diffuse elongate tube-vesicle grains within the upper part of
S2a (Figure 2) (Murch et al., 2019a). The position of S3 within
the stratigraphy of the Havre eruption laid out by Murch et al.
(2019a) indicates the relative timing of its deposition. The units
underlying S3 (S1 and S2a) are inferred to be associated with
the eruptive phase which formed the pumice raft on 18-19th
July 2012. The deposition of S2a is inferred to have occurred
over an extended period due to the extremely low settling rates
associated with the fine ash that composes S2a (Murch et al.,
2019a). That S3 is found in the upper part of S2a suggests some
time had elapsed following the formation of the fine ash that
would form S2a during the 18-19th July 2012 eruption before
S3 was deposited, potentially days to weeks (?). The timing of
S3 correlates with that inferred for Lava G in Ikegami et al.
(2018) as having formed after deposition of the seafloor Giant
Pumice unit, itself formed during the 18-19th July 2012 pumice
raft-forming eruption phase (Manga et al., 2018a,b) or possibly
before it. Lava G was truncated by a collapse along the NE
caldera wall that occurred prior to the 15th Oct 2012 bathymetric
survey of Havre (Carey et al., 2018; Ikegami et al., 2018). This
caldera-wall collapse is also suggested to have abruptly ended
the formation of S3 (Murch et al., 2019b). We therefore infer
that S3 formed synchronously with the eruption of Lava G at
some time following 18-19th July 2012 (pumice raft) (Jutzeler
et al., 2014), and prior to 15th October 2012 (bathymetry survey)
(Carey et al., 2014).

The spatial and temporal association of S3 with Lava G, as
well as the microtextural similarity of the material produced by
each, is strongly suggestive of a common or related formation
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mechanism. We therefore infer that S3 was formed as part of the
eruption of Lava G.

Formation Mechanism of Subunit 3
The depositional characteristics of S3 imply vertical settling
following rise and horizontal transport of particles from their
source within the footprint of Lava G. The presence of S3 in
sample HVR031, 47m higher than the top of Lava G, and in
HVR272 and HVR283, on the north caldera rim >4 km away
at the same depth as Lava G across the 500m deep caldera
(Figure 1), strongly implies significant vertical and horizontal
transport of grains. The implied vertical transport of particles,
along with S3’s draping of topography and thinning and fining
trends away from the inferred source (Figure 3), suggests that S3
formed by subaqueous “fallout,” similar to fall deposits from a
subaerial eruption.

In the subaqueous environment significant vertical convective
dispersal of volcaniclastics does not imply an explosive source
eruption (White et al., 2003, 2015; Barreyre et al., 2011; Cas
and Giordano, 2014; Walker et al., 2019). Both air and water
undergo convection when heated, however water’s higher density
and viscosity means it can more readily entrain and transport
particles at lower fluid velocities (Ferguson and Church, 2004;
Kaminski et al., 2005; Barreyre et al., 2011). Thus, any heat source
capable of producing convection in the overlying water can
drive vertical dispersal of ash (Palmer and Ernst, 1998; Barreyre
et al., 2011; Cas and Simmons, 2018). First order depositional
characteristics of S3 (i.e., thinning and fining trends, draping
topography, etc.) indicating “fallout” deposition from suspension
are consistent with a range of eruptive scenarios.

The source of S3 is identified as Lava G. Particle-dispersal
modeling demonstrates that seawater convection driven solely
by a cooling lava flow is insufficient to have generated S3
(Figure 11), but a weak jet forming eruption could have done so.
We infer that eruption of Lava G was associated with formation
of weak sustained jets, which generated ash and widely dispersed
it in a convective plume. Comparison of ash from S3 with
that produced by hybrid pyroclastic-effusive activity during the
rhyolitic eruption of Cordón Caulle, Chile (2011-2012) reveals
strong similarities in particle morphology and microtextures
(compare our Figures 4, 5 with Figures 6A,B from Schipper
et al., 2013). Hybrid pyroclastic-effusive activity, also termed syn-
extrusive ash venting, is a style of volcanism in which vigorous
outgassing occurs through a permeable network of tuffisite
channels penetrating a conduit that is simultaneously extruding
lava (e.g., Castro et al., 2012; Schipper et al., 2013; Cole et al., 2014;
Black et al., 2016; Kendrick et al., 2016; Saubin et al., 2016). This
style of eruptive activity subaerially ranges from gas jetting at low
flux, to ash jetting at medium flux, to weak Vulcanian activity at
the highest fluxes (Schipper et al., 2013).

Ash venting at Cordón Caulle produced elongate particles
∼2.5 mm—<<0.1mm long and defined by tube vesicles that
run parallel to each clast’s long axis (Schipper et al., 2013). The
ash is mostly aphyric and shows high along-axis permeabilities.
Morphologically the ash from S3 and that generated by hybrid
activity at Cordón Caulle are almost identical and they are also
microtexturally extremely similar.

Both 2011-12 Cordón Caulle and Havre 2012 magmas are
of rhyolitic composition (Castro et al., 2013). Hybrid activity
observed during the rhyolitic eruptions of Chaitén (2008-09)
and Cordón Caulle (2011-12) occurred at a similar stage in the
eruption sequence to the inferred timing of Lava G. At Chaitén
and Cordón Caulle, hybrid activity followed a Plinian eruptive
phase, during transitions to simple effusion of outgassed lava
(Castro et al., 2012; Schipper et al., 2013; Kendrick et al., 2016;
Saubin et al., 2016). Formation of Lava G and S3 in the 2012
Havre eruption following the intense eruption phase inferred to
have generated the pumice raft, GP unit, ALB unit, and S1 and
S2a (Murch et al., 2019a). The absence of S3 ash on adjacent
Domes H and I suggests that deposition of S3 and hybrid activity
had ended prior to the end of the effusive phase at Havre.
Lava G and S3 were therefore erupted during a transitional
phase between intensive pyroclastic activity and simple
lava effusion.

Hybrid pyroclastic-effusive activity during eruption of Lava
G is consistent with the inferred spatial and temporal source
of S3, the modeled dispersal of S3, and the characteristics
of elongate tube-vesicle grains. S3 is inferred to have formed
following the 18-19th July 2012 pumice raft-forming eruption
phase. During the effusion of Lava G vigorous outgassing through
open tuffisite channels produced a small jet carrying ash and
lapilli (Figure 12A). The extremely weak convection driven by
cooling of a lava flow suggests that heat from the carapace
of Lava G did not drive distribution of elongate tube vesicle
grains. Instead, rapid heat transfer from ash-venting jets to
the surrounding water drove a vigorous turbulent plume that
dispersed the particles produced. Based on modeled plume
strength (Figure 10A) ash particles were probably carried to
the sea surface before plume spreading and particle settling.
This inferred plume would have been too dilute to be
observed on satellite imagery. Ocean currents deflected the
plume, with particles settling from the NE-drifting plume
generating the S3 deposit (Figure 12B). Thermal convection
of the seawater above Lava G was only able to disperse
extremely fine ash (<600µm) and did not generate a recognized
deposit (Figure 12A).

Deep Subaqueous Hybrid
Explosive-Effusive Activity
We infer that despite a vent depth of ∼950 mbsl, the impact of
the water column on hybrid pyroclastic-effusive processes was
relatively restricted. Impacts of the water column on submarine
eruptions can be broadly considered as direct or indirect.
Direct impacts result from magma-water contact (quenching,
granulation, MFCI, etc.) (Kokelaar, 1986; Austin-Erickson et al.,
2008; van Otterloo et al., 2015), while indirect impacts arise
from the different physical properties of water compared to air
(hydrostatic pressure, higher viscosity, etc.) (Cas, 1978; Allen
et al., 2010).

The high hydrostatic pressure at the erupting vent would
have decreased the amount of H2O exsolution during magma
ascent, and thus magma viscosity would have been lower
during shallow ascent (e.g., Cas and Simmons, 2018). There
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FIGURE 12 | Schematic model of eruption processes S3. (A) Lava G being erupted onto the sea floor. Heat flow from the lava surface to the ambient water column is

relatively low due to the formation of an insulating quenched carapace and overlying breccia. The low rate of heat transfer drives weak penetrative convection above

the lava flow forming a convecting region up to about 200m thick, shown in light blue. Syn-extrusive pyroclastic activity driven by outgassing through tuffesite

networks forms a small jet of volatiles and ash that rapidly condenses and quenches on contact with the ambient water. Rapid heat transfer from the jet to the ambient

water drives a buoyant turbulent plume that would reach the sea surface, shown in dark blue. (B) A wider view of the dispersal process. Particles entrained in the

buoyant turbulent plume are dispersed in a lateral current to form the observed seafloor deposit of S3. Localized dispersal of fine ash occurs as a result of penetrative

convection likely forming a minor component of the overall deposit.

is no obvious evidence for direct magma-water interaction in
ash of S3. We infer that direct impacts of water during the
formation of S3 were restricted to quenching of ash. Volatiles
outgassed during the effusion of Lava G drove ash venting
and the continuous flux of volatiles and high temperatures
within the outgassing channels would have kept seawater from

entering the permeable channels where S3 particles were formed
(Figure 12A). Formation and initial transport of ash in hot,
volatile-filled outgassing channels, along with reduced magma
viscosity from hydrostatic suppression of volatile exsolution,
explains the highly fluidal morphology of particles in S3 (Murch
et al., 2019a).
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Particle Dispersal From Subaqueous
Eruptions
The dispersal models and inferences presented here are specific
to Lava G and the 2012 Havre eruption, but this approach can be
more widely applied to assessment of seafloor ash deposits or the
eruption of lava in other subaqueous eruptions.

We have shown quantitatively that clasts from submarine
lavas can be entrained and significantly dispersed simply by
heating of ambient water, as has been theorized (Leybourne
and Van Wagoner, 1991; Maicher et al., 2000; White, 2000;
Cas and Simmons, 2018). The size of particles that can be
entrained by such “passive” penetrative convection above a lava
is limited, however, and generally less than ∼1mm (Figure 11).
Widespread seafloor deposits containing grains larger than
∼1mm are unlikely to be dispersed by “passive” penetrative
convection above a subaqueous lava.

The difference in dispersal distances from the two modeled
entrainment scenarios reflects the estimated driving heat fluxes
from cooling of a lava flow vs. from an eruptive jet. Values for
Q of between 0.07 x 109 to 6.23 x 109 W m−2 were estimated
for the eruptive jet, vs. Q from a submarine rhyolite lava flow
surface of ∼3 x 103 W m−2, 6 orders of magnitude lower. The
later is comparable to measured rates of heat loss from subaerial
lava lakes and Hawaiian lava flows (Hardee, 1979; Harris, 2008).
Contact with water produces high quenching rates at a lava
flow’s surface, but coherent lava’s low thermal conductivity means
heat flux to the water is limited by surface area. In contrast, in
conduit fragmentation generates a large surface area leading to
rapid transfer to the ambient seawater. Subaqueous volcaniclastic
dispersal can occur from both jet-forming and purely effusive
eruptions, but they will produce distinctly different deposits
(Figure 12B).

CONCLUSIONS

The unprecedented sample set collected following the 2012
Havre eruption allowed individual layers associated with specific
eruptive phases to be identified in the seafloor Ash with Lapilli
unit. We have identified Lava G as the source of S3 based on
thinning and fining trends of the unit along with similarities
of ash and lava carapace microtextural and morphological
characteristics. Modeling of convective plumes above an ash-
venting eruption vs. “passive” convection above a lava flow,
demonstrate that a jet-driven plume is required to generate
dispersal characteristics of the S3 deposit. Strong microtextural
and morphological similarities of S3 pyroclasts with those from

hybrid pyroclastic-effusive activity at Cordon Caulle volcano,
Chile, suggest S3 is the product of ash venting concurrent with
effusion of Lava G.

Our modeling informs our wider understanding of
subaqueous pyroclast dispersal during both effusive and
pyroclastic submarine eruptions. Only small particles (probably
less than <1mm for either basaltic or rhyolite lavas) can be
dispersed by passive convection above effusion lavas. Submarine
“ash venting” has a much greater ability to drive convective
dispersal of larger particles, over distance exceeding kilometers.
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